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Multirealisation of linear systems
Brian D. O. Anderson,Fellow, IEEE,Steven W. Su,Member, IEEE,and Thomas S. Brinsmead

Abstract— For multiple model adaptive control systems,
“multi-controller” architecture can be efficiently implemented
(multirealised) by means of a “state-shared” parameter-
dependent feedback system. Necessary and sufficient conditions
for the multirealisation of a family of linear multivariable
systems based on matrix fractional descriptions are presented.
The problem of the minimal generic multirealisation of a set of
linear systems is introduced and solved.

Index Terms— System multirealisation, linear multivariable
systems, switching systems, Multiple Model Adaptive Control.

I. I NTRODUCTION

JUST as one can consider a standard linear system real-
isation problem (given a transfer function, find a state-

variable realisation), and a minimal realisation problem (en-
sure the state-variable realisation is of minimal degree), so
for a finite collection of transfer functions one can consider
a multirealisation problem and a minimal multirealisation
problem. The original motivation for studying multirealisa-
tion problems comes from multiple model adaptive control
(MMAC) algorithms [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]. The implementa-
tion of “multi-controller” architecture is an important issue for
MMAC applications. As argued in for example [4], because
at any instant of time only one of the constituent controllers
is to be applied to the plant, it is only necessary to generate
one control signal at any time. Often this means significant
simplification can be achieved if all control signals are capable
of being generated by a single system. In other words, rather
than implementing each of the controllers in the family as a
separate dynamical system, one can often achieve the same
results using a single controller with adjustable parameters
(see Definition 1). Because the single controller state is, in
effect, shared by the family of controllers, this implementation
is termed a “state shared” multirealisation.

Almost all of the literature on linear system realisation
deals with the implementation of asingle linear time invariant
(LTI) system [7] [8] [9] [10]. In contrast, Morse [4] presents
some results for themultirealisation of several linear scalar
systems in the context of examining MMAC for scalar plants.
In this paper, we investigate the multirealisation of several
linearmultiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems; The
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results will be applicable to MMAC problems for MIMO
plants.

Stability is an important issue for switched systems [1]
[4]. In this paper, we assume that the time scale over which
switchings occur is a longer time scale than the time scale
for the dynamics of the various closed loop systems; this
is virtually always the case in MMAC problems. Under
this assumption, if each frozen closed loop system is stable
then the switched system will be stable. Furthermore, the
provided method can implement “bumpless” transfer between
linear multivariable systems. It is well known that “bumpless”
transfer is an effective way to improve poor transient response
of switched systems [4]. One example is given here to show
the main aim of this paper.

Consider two multivariable linear systems
[
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A parameter dependent state space equation{A0 +
FiC0, Bi, C0} can be obtained by using Method 2 (at the end
of Section III) to realise both these systems with only the
parametersFi andBi system dependent:

A0 =




−3 1 0 0
−2 0 0 0
0 0 −3 1
0 0 −2 0


 , C0 =

[
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

]
,

B1 =
[

1 3 −6 17
0 1 0 1

]T

, B2 =
[

1 1 0 −1
2 2 1 1

]T

,

F1 =
[

1 5 −5 5
0 0 1 5

]T

, and F2 =
[

1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0

]T

.

It should be noted thatA0 is stable and the pair(C0, A0) is
observable. When the transfer functions in question correspond
to multiple controllers which may be switched serially, the
multirealisation form{A0 + FiC0, Bi, C0} can ensure that
the output of the switched system remains continuous across
switching instants, provided its input is reasonably well be-
haved, e.g. is piecewise continuous, i.e. “bumpless” transfer
[4] is achieved. However, it is slightly more convenient to
investigate the dual form{A0 + B0Ki, B0, Ci} because for
this multirealisation form we can directly lift known results
on the invariant description of linear multivariable systems
[8] [11]. Corresponding results for the multirealisation form
{A0 + FiC0, Bi, C0} can be easily achieved by using the
duality relationship (e.g. see Method 2).

The definition of the concept of a minimal stably based
multirealisation is given as below:

Definition 1: Assume that there are given a numberN of
m-input p-output strictly proper real rational transfer function
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matricesPi (i ∈ {1, · · · , N}). A multirealisation of the set
of systemsPi is a set of state variable realisations{A0 +
B0Ki, B0, Ci} (with the pair (A0, B0) being controllable
and adjustable parameter matricesCi and Ki) realising all
the systemsPi (i ∈ {1, · · · , N}). If all eigenvalues ofA0

are in the left half plane,{A0 + B0Ki, B0, Ci} is termed
a stably based multirealisation of the set of systemsPi

(i ∈ {1, · · · , N}). Furthermore, if the dimension ofA0 is the
smallest of all such stably based multirealisations, then we call
{A0 +B0Ki, B0, Ci} a minimal stably based multirealisation
of the set of systemsPi (i ∈ {1, · · · , N}).
Because of the assumption of controllability of the pair
(A0, B0), it is evident that the requirement that the multireali-
sation be stably based poses no extra theoretical challenge. (If
A0 is not stable, findK̄ so thatA0+B0K̄ is stable, and replace
Ki by Ki− K̄). It is important in MMAC implementation for
a multirealisation to be stably based, [4].

Standard concepts and notations, such as column degree and
column reduced polynomial matrices, are defined as in [8]. A
new operator (Dhc{·}) is introduced as below:

Definition 2: Given a polynomial matrixD(s), it is always

possible to writeD(s) = DhcS(s)+DlcΨ(s). Where,S(s)
4
=

diag{sk1 , sk2 , · · · , skm}, ki is the degree of the i-th column
of D(s), Dhc is a matrix formed from the coefficients of the
highest degree polynomials in the columns ofD(s) (highest-
degree-coefficient matrix),

ΨT (s)
4
= block diag{[sk1−1, · · · , s, 1], [skm−1, · · · , s, 1]},

andDlc is a matrix formed from the remaining coefficients of
polynomials in the columns ofD(s) (lower-degree-coefficient
matrix).

Define the operatorDhc(·) asDhc(D(s)) = DhcS(s).
In the next section, necessary and sufficient conditions for

multirealisation of multivariable systems is presented. Section
III presents results for the minimal generic multirealisation
problem for any given set of linear systems with compatible
input and output dimensions.

II. CONDITIONS OF MULTIREALISATION

To derive conditions for the multirealisation of multivariable
systems, we need to recall properties of the Popov form
[8] [11] of polynomial matrices. The relationship between
invariant Popov parametersαijk of a controllable pair(A,B)
and the coefficients in a Popov form matrixDE(s) can be
stated:

Lemma 1:For a Popov form polynomial matrixDE(s), if
we denote

DE(s) = [dij(s)] = [
kj∑

l=0

dijls
l] (1)

then

dijl =
{

1, if l = kj and i = pj ,
−αpjil {l < kj} or{l = kj and i < pj}. (2)

and dijl otherwise is zero. Here,pj denote thejth column
pivot index of the polynomial matrixDE(s) [8] and the{αijk}
are the Popov parameters of any controllable state variable
realisation ofD−1

E (s).

Proof: See equation (17) and associated statements on
page 482 of [8].
The following theorem relates the column degrees of a Popov
polynomial matrixDE(s) and the controllability indices of a
controllable pair(A,B) of a minimal state variable realisation
of D−1

E (s). As far as the authors are aware, the following
theorem has not been explicitly stated in the literature, though
the ideas are probably known.

Theorem 1:Consider a strictly proper multivariable system
H(s) described by a right polynomial matrix fraction descrip-
tion (MFD), i.e.H(s) = NE(s)D−1

E (s) where alsoDE(s) is a
Popov polynomial matrix. Letki denote theith column degree
of the Popov polynomial matrixDE(s), pj denote thejth

column pivot index of the Popov polynomial matrixDE(s),
and di denote theith controllability index of a controllable
pair (A, B) of a state variable realisation ofD−1

E (s). Then
i) ki = dpi .
ii) The real matrixDhc

E , the highest-degree-coefficient ma-
trix of the columns of the polynomial matrixDE(s), is the
identity matrix. i.e.Dhc

E = I, if and only if the ith column
pivot index of the polynomial matrixDE(s) is equal toi (That
is equivalent, according to i) of this theorem, to the condition
that d1 ≤ d2 ≤ · · · ≤ dm ).

Proof: i) Through post multiplication by a real matrixR,
the columns of the Popov polynomial matrixDE(s) can be
reordered so that theith column pivot index of the reordered
polynomial matrix is equal toi. If we denoteD̃(s) = DE(s)R,
and k̃i as theith column degree of the reordered polynomial
matrix D̃(s), then, we have

ki = k̃pi . (3)

It is easy to see that̃Dhc, the highest-degree-coefficient of
matrix D̃(s) is an upper triangular matrix. Then, we realise the
right MFDsH(s) = Ñ(s)D̃−1

E (s) by {Ac, Bc, Cc}, which is a
controller form realisation by using the method in [8] (pp403-
407). Considering that̃Dhc is an upper triangular matrix, we
can check that the controllability indices of the controllable
pair (Ac, Bc) aredi = k̃i according to [8] (see equation (8)-
(10) in pp406-407 and the associated discussion). Thus, we
haveki = dpi .

ii) The necessity is obvious. We prove the sufficiency here.
If for each i the ith column pivot index of the polynomial
matrix DE(s) is equal to i, then according to 2.c in [8]
(p481, the description of a Popov form polynomial matrix), we
conclude thatDhc

E is an upper triangular matrix. Furthermore,
according to 2.b and 2.e in [8] of the description of a Popov
form polynomial matrix (pp481-482, all entries in a row
containing apart from the pivot element have degree lower
than that of the pivot element), we conclude thatDhc

E = I.
Now, we present necessary and sufficient conditions for the

existence of a multirealisation of given MIMO systems.
Theorem 2:(First Main Result) For a set ofm-input p-

output strictly proper systemsHi(s) (i ∈ {1, · · · , N}), there
exists a controllable pair(A0, B0) (dim{A0} = n), and
appropriately dimensioned real matricesCi and Ki (for i ∈
{1, · · · , N}) such thatA0 is stable, and{A0 +B0Ki, B0, Ci}
is a controllable realization of systemHi(s), (for i ∈
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{1, · · · , N}), if and only if, there exists a right polyno-
mial MFD for each systemHi(s) described byHi(s) =
NEi(s)D−1

Ei (s) (whereDEi(s) is a Popov polynomial matrix
with degreen, i.e. deg{DEi(s)} = n, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N}) such
that

i) kil = kjl for i, j ∈ {1, · · · , N} and l ∈ {1, · · · , m},
wherekij is thejth column degree of the matrixDEi(s), and

ii) the matrices Dhc
Ei, which are the highest-degree-

coefficient matrices of theDEi(s), are identical (fori ∈
{1, · · · , N}).

Proof: Assume first the existence of the controllable
state variable multirealisation forHi(s) (i ∈ {1, · · · , N}).
It is standard that there exists a column reduced polynomial
matrixDi(s) with det[Di(s)] = det(sI−A0−B0Ki) and with
column degrees corresponding (though possibly with different
ordering) with the controllability indicesdi of (A0, B0) which
are the same as those of{A0 + B0Ki, B0} (see [8] or [10]).
Further,Di(s) is such that for any constant matrixF ∈ Rp×n,
there exists an associatedNF (s)p×m such that

F (sI −A0 −B0Ki)−1B0 = NF (s)D−1
i (s).

Conversely for any polynomial matrixNF (s) such that
NF (s)D−1

i (s) is strictly proper, there exists a real matrixF
satisfying this equation.

Clearly, there exists a polynomialNi(s) such thatHi(s) =
Ni(s)D−1

i (s). Without loss of generality, we can replace
Di(s) by its Popov form DEi(s), so that Hi(s) =
NEi(s)D−1

Ei (s). Further, the column degrees of eachDEi(s)
are the controllability indices of(A0, B0) (though possibly
with different ordering). In fact, withkij the column degree of
thejth column ofDEi(s), there holdskij = dipj , by Theorem
1, wherepj is the jth column pivot index.

By Theorem 3 of [11], the Popov parametersαljdl
of {A0+

B0Ki, B0} and{A0, B0} are the same forj ∈ {1, · · · , l− 1}
(and dj > dl). (Equivalently, the parametersαpljdpl

are the
same forj < pl, anddpj > dpl

.)
Now in DEi(s), the jth column for all i has maximum

degreekj by equation (2). Recalling (1), we see that the
associated column ofDhc

Ei is

[d1jkj d2jkj · · · dpjjkj 0 · · · 0]T

= [−αpj1dpj
− αpj2dpj

· · · − αpj ,pj−1,dpj
1 0 · · · 0]T

which is the same for eachDEi(s). This proves claim ii).
Conversely, suppose there exist right polynomial MFDs

Hi(s) = NEi(s)D−1
Ei (s) whereDEi is a Popov polynomial

matrix of degreen for all i, and the other conditions of
the theorem statement hold. Let(Ai, Bi) be a completely
controllable pair in a state variable realisation ofD−1

Ei (s).
Lemma 1 and the hypothesis imply that the(Ai, Bi) pairs
have the same controllability indices and the invariantsαljdl

for j < l are the same. Accordingly, by Theorem 3 of [11],
linking any two pairs(Ai, Bi) and (Aj , Bj) there exists a
nonsingular matrixTij andKij such that

Ai = Tij(Aj + BjKij)T−1
ij , and Bi = TijBj .

Equivalently, there exists(A0, B0), Ki and Ci as in the
Theorem statement.

III. M INIMAL GENERIC MULTIREALISATION

In Section I, we introduced the concept of minimal stably
based multirealisation problem (see Definition 1). It turns
out that solving this problem is a difficult and intricate task
(which we examine elsewhere), and there is another easier
minimisation with practical value which we examine in this
section, this being a form ofgenericdimension minimisation.

For a minimal stably based “generic” multirealisation, we
aim to achieve a multirealisation, which isindependent of
all Popov real parameters of all multivariable systems de-
fined by transfer function matricesHi(s) = NEi(s)D−1

Ei (s),
i ∈ {1, · · · , N}. Popov real parameters are determined by
physical parameters, which are prone to vary in application.
Popov integer parameters however are related to the number
of integrators and their structure in the underlying physical
system with transfer function matrixHi(s) = NEi(s)D−1

Ei (s),
i ∈ {1, · · · , N}. Because Popov integer parameters depend on
the structure of the physical system rather than the particular
real value of a physical parameter, they are relatively robust
to modelling errors that arise due to parameter drift. So, the
minimal stably based “generic” multirealisation has significant
relevance in practical application.

Theorem 1 implies that if a controllable pair(Ai, Bi) of
a minimal state variable realisation of eachD−1

i (s) (i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , N}) has the same increasingly ordered control-
lability indices (equivalent toDhc

Ei = I), then the Popov
real parameters{αi

ljdl
} will be identical for eachi. Thus,

according to Theorem 2, if the controllability indices (Popov
integer parameters) are increasingly ordered for each minimal
realisation ofD−1

i (s), then the minimal multi-realisation of
the set of transfer functionsHi(s) is independent of all the
Popov real parameters{αi

ljk}. Based on this observation, we
introduce the definition of theminimal generic multirealisa-
tion for a set of multivariable linear systems.

Definition 3: Assume that there are given a numberN of
m-input p-output strictly proper real rational transfer function
matrices Pi (i ∈ {1, · · · , N}). Any set of state variable
realisations{A0+B0Ki, B0, Ci} (with the pair(A0, B0) being
controllable and havingincreasingly ordered controllability
indices) that can realise all the systemsPi with adjustable
parametersCi andKi, is termed ageneric multirealisation of
the set of systemsPi (i ∈ {1, · · · , N}). If all eigenvalues of
A0 are in the left half plane,{A0 +B0Ki, B0, Ci} is termed a
genericstably basedmultirealisation of the set of systemsPi

(i ∈ {1, · · · , N}). Furthermore, if the dimension ofA0 is the
smallest of all such generic stably based multirealisations, then
{A0+B0Ki, B0, Ci} is termed aminimal generic stably based
multirealisation of the set of systemsPi (i ∈ {1, · · · , N}).

It can be proved (the proof is similar with that of Theorem 2)
that the minimal generic stably based multirealisation problem
is equivalent to the following “minimal generic commonhc-
(highest column degree) multiplier” problem:

Problem 1: Given a set of square (m×m) column-reduced
polynomial matricesDi(s), find nonsingular stable polynomial
matricesXi(s) (that is, such that the zeros ofdet(Xi(s)) lie in
the left half planeRe(s) < 0) such that there exists a column
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reduced polynomial matrix̄Dmin(s) with the property that

Dhc[Di(s)Xi(s)] = D̄min(s), ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N}, (4)

with D̄hc
minE = I and D̄min(s) having the lowest possible

degree. Here, the real matrix̄Dhc
minE is the highest-degree-

coefficient matrix ofD̄minE(s) which is the Popov polynomial
form of the matrixD̄min(s).

In order to solve Problem 1, we introduce a new concept,
hc− (highest column degree) dependence on a set of polyno-
mial vectors.

Definition 4: A polynomial vectorde(s)n×1 is hc-(highest
column degree) dependent on a collection of polynomial
vectorsdi(s)n×1, i = 1, 2, · · · ,m if there exists a set of scalar
polynomialsri(s) such that

Dhc{de(s)} = Dhc{
m∑
1

ri(s)di(s)}.
Theorem 3:(Conditions forhc-dependence) Assume there

is given a collection of polynomial vectorsdi(s)n×1, i =
1, 2, · · · ,m, such that their column degrees,ki, are ordered
ask1 ≤ k2 ≤ · · · km.

Assume further that the matrix[d1(s) d2(s) · · · dm(s)] is
such thatDhc = [dhc

1 dhc
2 , . . . , dhc

m ] has full column rank.
Then a given polynomial vectorde(s)n×1 (with column degree
ke) is hc-dependent on the collection of polynomial vectors
di(s), i = 1, 2, · · · ,m if and only if the real vectordhc

e

(the highest-(column)degree-coefficient vector ofde(s)) is a
linear combination of real vectorsdhc

1 , dhc
2 , · · ·, dhc

l where
l = maxi{argi{ki ≤ ke}}.

Proof: (Forward Implication)
If

Dhc{de(s)} = Dhc{
m∑
1

ri(s)di(s)},

for some polynomialri(s), then

de(s) + g(s) =
m∑
1

ri(s)di(s),

where g(s) is a polynomial vector with column degree less
thanke. According to Theorem 6.3-13 on p387 of [8], ifki >
ke, we must haveri(s) = 0, and the ordering ofki and the
definition of l imply that

de(s) + g(s) =
l∑
1

ri(s)di(s). (5)

If dhc
e is not a linear combination of real vectorsdhc

1 , dhc
2 ,

· · ·, dhc
l , thende(s), d1(s), · · · , dl(s) are linearly independent.

Considering that the column degree ofg(s) is less thanke,
equation (5) is impossible. Then, the necessity is proved.

(Reverse Implication)
If the real vectordhc

e is a linear combination of real vectors
dhc
1 , dhc

2 , · · ·, dhc
l , then

dhc
e = Σl

i=1rid
hc
i ,

whereri, for i ∈ {1, · · · , l} are real numbers.
It follows that

dhc
e ske = Σl

i=1ris
ke−kidhc

i ski = Dhc{Σl
i=1ris

ke−kidhc
i ski}.

Therefore, settingri(s) = ris
ke−ki , we have

Dhc{de(s)} = dhc
e ske = Dhc{

m∑
1

ri(s)di(s)}.

Now, we investigate Problem 1. Let us first indicate a simpli-
fication to Problem 1. If in the problem statement anyDi(s)
is replaced byD̃i(s) = Di(s)Ui(s) whereUi(s) is unimod-
ular, but otherwise arbitrary, then the problem is effectively
unchanged. In particular then, without loss of generality, we
can assumeDi(s) is a Popov form matrixDEi(s), and seek
a column ordered̄Dmin(s).

We present a method to achieve a generic minimal common
hc-multiplier for a set of polynomial matricesDi(s) (i ∈
{1, · · · , N}).

Method 1: Step 1. By using column permutation, re-order
the columns of eachDEi(s) to make thejth column pivot
index of the re-ordered matrix equal toj. Thus the ordered
set of column degrees of the re-ordered matrix is equal to
the ordered set of controllability indices (see Theorem 1). We
define these indices as

k̃i
1, k̃

i
2, · · · , k̃i

m, i ∈ 1, · · · , N,

and denote the new polynomial matrix (which is not necessar-
ily in Popov polynomial-echelon form) as̃DEi(s).

Now set




γ1 = maxi{k̃i
1}

γ2 = max{γ1, k̃
1
2, k̃

2
2, · · · , k̃N

2 }
...

...
γm = max{γm−1, k̃

1
m, k̃2

m, · · · , k̃N
m}.

(6)

Hence,γ1 ≤ γ2 ≤ · · · ≤ γm andγj ≥ k̃i
j , ∀i ∈ 1, · · · , N, ∀j ∈

1, · · · ,m.
Step 2. Let Λi(s) = diag{(s + a)γ1−k̃i

1 , (s +
a)γ2−k̃i

2 , · · · , (s + a)γn−k̃i
n} for somea > 0.

DefineD̄Ei(s) = D̃Ei(s)Λi(s), so thatD̄Ei(s) has ordered
column indicesγ1 ≤ γ2 ≤ · · · ≤ γm. It follows that the
D̄Ei(s) are in Popov form, and according to Theorem 1, the
highest-(column)degree-coefficient matrix for each̄DEi(s),
i ∈ {1, · · · , N} is the identity matrix.

By rewriting Hi(s) = Ni(s)D−1
i (s) as NEi(s)D−1

Ei (s)
= ÑEi(s)D̃−1

Ei (s) = ÑEi(s)Λi(s) [D̃Ei(s)Λi(s)]−1 =
N̄Ei(s)D̄−1

Ei (s), it can be see that the necessary and suf-
ficient conditions of Theorem 2 for the multirealisation of
a set of multivariable systems are satisfied, and a generic
multirealisation formD̄m(s) can be achieved asDhc(D̄Ei(s))
= diag{sγ1 , · · · , sγm}.
Method 1 presents a way to derive a generic commonhc-
multiplier of a set of square polynomial matrices. Theorem
4 below confirms that it is also a minimal generic common
hc-multiplier. However, we require first a simple lemma.

Lemma 2:Denote the highest-(column) degree-coefficient
vector of a polynomial vectorp(s)m×1 by a real vectorphc

m×1.
Suppose the elements ofphc are structured as

phc = [p1 p2 · · · pl−1 1 0 · · · 0]T , (7)
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and definek as the column degree of the polynomial vector
p(s). For a Popov polynomial matrixDE(s)m×m, denote the
i-th column degree byki, and thei-th column pivot index
by pi. Further denote thetth column pivot index byl, i.e.
pt = l. If the polynomial vectorp(s)m×1 is hc-dependent on
the columns of the Popov polynomial matrixDE(s), then

k ≥ kt. (8)
Proof: The polynomial vectorp(s)m×1 is hc-dependent

on the columns of the Popov polynomial matrixDE(s). Let
q be the number of columns of the matrixDE(s) whose
degree is no more thank, i.e. q = maxi{argi{ki ≤ k}}
(i ∈ {1, · · · ,m}). Thus theq column degrees of the firstq
columns ofDE(s) are less than or equal tok. According to the
properties ofhc-dependence (see Theorem 3), it follows that
phc is in the range of[dhc

E1 dhc
E2 · · · dhc

Eq] Considering equation
(7), we conclude the column whose pivot index is equal tol
must be one of theseq columns. That is,k ≥ kt with pt = l.

Theorem 4:(Second Main Result) The generic commonhc-
multiplier D̄m(s) for a set of polynomial matricesDEi(s)
(i ∈ {1, · · · , N}) (see Problem 1) achieved by using Method
1 is also aminimal generic commonhc-multiplier.

Proof: For any generic commonhc-multiplier D̄m̄(s) for
the set of polynomial matricesDEi(s) (i ∈ {1, · · · , N}), we
have

Dhc{DEi(s)Xi(s)} = D̄m̄(s), (9)

and D̄m̄(s) has lowest possible degree. Denote

Xi(s) = [xi1(s)xi2(s) · · · xim(s)],
D̄m̄(s) = [d̄m̄1(s) d̄m̄2(s) · · · dm̄m(s)]. (10)

From equation (9), we have

Dhc{DEi(s)xij(s)} = d̄m̄j (s) = Dhc{d̄m̄j (s)}.
That is each column of̄Dm̄(s) is hc-dependent on the columns
of each matrixDEi(s). Note that the generic multiplier gives
D̄hc

m̄ = I so that thejth column pivot index of the matrix
D̄m̄(s) is equal toj. Now consider a fixed but arbitraryj. For
each matrixDEi(s), let columnt(i) have pivot indexj. From
Lemma 2, we conclude that if thej-th column ofD̄m̄(s) has
degreek̄m̄j , then

k̄m̄j ≥ kt(i),∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N},
wherekt(i) is thet(i)th column degree of each matrixDEi(s).
By considering equation (3) of Theorem 1, we can easily see
that

k̄m̄j ≥ kt(i) = k̃i
j ,∀i ∈ {1, · · · , N},

wherek̃i
j is defined as in Method 1. Further, becauseD̄hc

m̄ = I
Theorem 1 implies̄km̄1 ≤ k̄m̄2 ≤ · · · ,≤ k̄m̄m and so we have





k̄m̄1 ≥ γ1 = maxi{k̃i
1}

k̄m̄2 ≥ γ2 = max{γ1, k̃
1
2, k̃

2
2, · · · , k̃N

2 }
...

...
k̄m̄m ≥ γm = max{γm−1, k̃

1
m, k̃2

m, · · · , k̃N
m}.

(11)

Based on above results and the dual relationship of the
multirealisation forms{A0 + B0Ki, B0, Ci} and {A0 +

FiC0, Bi, C0}, a generic minimal multirealisation{A0 +
FiC0, Bi, C0} which ensurebumpless transfer can then be
constructed according to the following method.

Method 2: 1. Find a right irreducible MFD for eachHT
i (s)

i ∈ {1, · · · , N}, and transfer them to Popov MFDs. That is
HT

i (s) = NEi(s)D−1
Ei (s).

2. According to Method 1, construct aminimal generic
common hc-multiplier D̄m(s) = diag{sγ1 , · · · , sγm} for
the set of Popov polynomial matricesDEi(s) i ∈
{1, · · · , N}. EachHT

i (s) can be rewritten asNEi(s)D−1
Ei (s)

= ÑEi(s)D̃−1
Ei (s) = ÑEi(s)Λi(s) [D̃Ei(s)Λi(s)]−1 =

N̄Ei(s)D̄−1
Ei (s) (See Step 2 of Method 1).

3. Construct astable polynomial matrixD̄ms(s) such that
Dhc[D̄ms(s)] = D̄m(s). By using the method in [8] (pp403-
407), a controller form realisation{Ac0, Bc0, Cc0} of D̄−1

ms(s)
can be found with the pair(Ac0, Bc0) controllable andAc0

stable. LetCci = N̄Eilc andKi = D̄mslc − D̄Eilc. A generic
minimal multirealisation for the set of linear multivariable
systemsHT

i (s) i ∈ {1, · · · , N} is {Ac0 + KiBc0, Bc0, Cci}.
4. DenoteA0 = AT

c0, Bi = CT
ci, C0 = BT

c0 andFi = KT
i .

Then,{A0 + FiC0, Bi, C0} is a generic minimal stably based
multirealisation for the set of linear multivariable systems
Hi(s) i ∈ {1, · · · , N}.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper provides necessary and sufficient conditions for
the multirealisation of a family of linear multivariable systems
based on matrix fraction descriptions. By introducing the
concept ofhc-dependence, the minimal generic stably based
multirealisation problem has been solved.
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